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THE COUNTY MANAGER

The County Manage

In the middle of the night the county manager called to my
door. I murdered him with the ceremonial dagger I always
bring when answering my door, whether or no it is in the
middle of the night. I stabbed him in the voice-box. It was an
ef cient kill, then, although also, with hindsight, in this case
something of a mistake. Actually, a big mistake, a major
mistake, the consequences of which I am still paying for. He
bled to death voicelessly and so he did not get the
opportunity to explain to me why he, of all people, had
taken it upon himself to call to my door in the middle of the
night, a time when both he and I should have been in bed,
sleeping. Of course I do not sleep very much, and never
have, especially not in the middle of the night. I have since
come to the conclusion that The County Manager was also,
like me, a light, daytime sleeper, and that when he called to
my door he was entirely and - for him - ordinarily awake.
There is also the possibility - I don’t consider it much of a
possibility - that he was sleepwalking, meaning that, when
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he died, he died in his sleep, somnambulantly, unknowingly.

It’s the kind of lie about a gruesome death that no-one minds
telling or pretending to believe.

I would go further than mere somnambulance, mere
automatism in the case of The County Manager. I would say
that when he died it was in the middle of a beautiful dream
of managing a future county perfectly divided by a canal of
his own design, named, in

his eternal prestige, as The

County Manager’s Canal. On one bank lies the district in
which it is always day, and, on the other bank, the district
where it is always night. On the one side the things of the
day, on the other side the things of the night. Everyone
would, under The County Manager’s constant supervision,
have strictly regulated access to both sides, and behave
accordingly when in either. No mix-ups. No twilight. I say
he died happy then, in a perfection of his own making. It
was, if so, an ineluctably joyful death. Nevertheless, the
County Manager is dead and surely he has left behind him
several close ones, in several kinds of close relationships
with him, all requiring that he not be dead, that he be
anything but dead. These people must be feeling unhappy,

 


perhaps also guilty, for reasons clear or unclear to them, that

The County Manager is dead, or missing, presumed dead, or
- even worse from the point of view of emotional and,
perhaps yet more grievously again, nancial complications,
missing, presumed alive. I am sorry to be so uncouth as to
mention

nance here in what is, in effect, The County

Manager’s Obituary, but don’t want to come across as
insincere and stupid, as missing something so obvious, no
matter what. For posterity’s sake, I suppose, for the sake of
my reputation in eternity, I wish to be absolutely clear and
complete in my sentences. There is more than my own
microbial legacy at stake, I know; it’s to the afore-insinuated
associates, colleagues, friends and relatives of The County
Manager that justice calls for reparation, for the dead
themselves remain forever unreparable. There’s no doubt in
my mind about that much, most of the time. I am really
writing this not for my own sake but so that interested
parties, no matter what their particular species of interest
might be, will be able, now and forevermore, or for at least
as long as the present lingua retains its presently fading
legibilty, to learn exactly what happened to The County
Manager on the night of his sudden, unexpected, tragic, and,
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for certain, horri c demise. Now, consider this in my defence

- not that I am seriously considering defending myself for an
act so many out there are bound to be steaming in silent
envy of - What if I were also sleepwalking at the time of this
death? Would that not mean that just as he had innocently
died in his sleep then I had innocently killed in my sleep?
Would this not mean that, in legal terms at least, the event
we are discussing never took place? It never legally took
place. Well, whether it was within the zone understood by
the law, or outside that ever-indeterminate territory, he bled
to death rapidly on the rough ground outside my front door,
his blood

eeing copiously downhill from him, a forlorn

stream bound to dry out long before it reached the sea, to
dry out within sight of its source. It must be the worst result
for any kind of stream not to be able to forget that it has a
beginning. Imagine if every time you turned around you
saw your mother’s open legs, pouring the blood and gunk of
your beginning. I live on top of the hill, by the way, in view
of the sea, but in no danger atall from it. I have not had to
take part in the furious debate about whether our coastal
plains, upon which the far majority of our stacked and closequartered County populace exists, are or are not in imminent
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danger of catastrophic inundation; and if they are what

precisely it is that he, The County Manger, should be
urgently doing about it. Pity whoever the people select to be
their saviour from the sea. I suspect - it is one among many
vociferous contending suspicions within me - that he called
unannounced to my door in the middle of the night with the
idea of apprehending me dozily off-guard and canvassing
me to agree to make some personal contribution to The
County’s Major Inundation Plan. Whether
more likely, through accommodating

nancially, or,

eeing refugees. The

County’s Major Inundation Plan is currently, according to all
the media, under intensive review, by County Manager’s
Order. Well, I put the dagger through his neck and the
request or order or whatever it was never got uttered.
Unsurprisingly, even though I may well have been
technically and legally asleep, the sudden, unexpected
occurrence of a death, and a messy death at that, in my
demesne, catapulted me into that anciently inscribed
emergency mode we now call panic. When I panic I call P. P
is not calm, but he is calming, to me. P keeps secrets. P has a
car. He was with me within half an hour, during which I had
had the presence of mind, despite perhaps being asleep, to
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mop the blood and wrap The County Manager’s remains in

a blanket. Together, we dismembered the body quite artfully,
and rapidly - P, now a popular euthanist, was once a doctor
and knows his anatomy. He he saws like a lumberjack. We
wrapped the bits again in separate plastic packages. In my
opinion the bits gain greatly in individual distinction and
beauty, gain aesthetically that is, from their dismemberment.
In isolation, under the contemplative gaze of the gallery
goer, or at least one who understands how to act in a gallery,
and separated from the coherent, preprogrammed,
utilitarian mainframe of the body entire, hands, feet,
genitals, and so on gain a new aura; numinous signi cances
emanate, which nature never intended, and which, from
nature’s point of view, are useless. The release from intention
and utility is brief, but beautiful, or beauty-making. Rough
speech I know, but what else have I? It’s a long time since I
sat in a classroom. Or read a book. Or heard one read. Well,
it goes to show that there is something at least to gain from
being chopped up, and that we all have our own idea of
beauty. We drove off, still with hours of dark to come, and
distributed the packages in various lots and woods and tips
and reservoirs among the scarcely populated uplands
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hereby; where, by now, nature’s making use again for sure,

for nature’s purposes, whatever they are. The best way to hide
a body, P told me, (several times - he is so fond of repeating
his bon mots, as well as entirely lacking in short term
memory, so that it is never possible to diagnose which of
these causes his habitual retellings) the best way to hide a body
is to hide it severally. Anyway, he went on, you can’t hide a body
on this earth. Bodies are always found, if not by humans, then by
dogs; if not by dogs, then by rats; if not by rats, then by ants, and
so on all the way down to the bacterium that are patiently
devouring the spherical corpse we call earth. When we returned
to my house on the hill the light was also returning, the cold,
soggy, miserable light of a dawn hereabouts. P said goodbye
and drove off downhill into the impenetrable mist that
hovers beneath, covering everything everywhere, often for
weeks at a time. Back to his wife, whom he informed me, not
without schadenfreude, was always over owing with erotic
enthusiasm at this hour of the morning. I inspected the rough
ground outside my front door; I inspected the door; the
doorstep. No spatters. No suspect material whatsoever.
Nothing seemed amiss, either inside or out. I wondered then
if the County Manager had called in the middle of the night
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to launch a surprise, high-level inspection of my premises,

with the idea of

nding enough irregularity to justify my

eviction? Did he want my out-of-way house on the top of the
hill for himself? For a command post? Who knows? I went
back to bed, and fell into a deep sleep for about seven
minutes. I admit that. I know falling asleep means I wasn’t
feeling any guilt, or even a mild sadness. But I maintain the
possibility and the defence that, before I fell into this deep
sleep, I was already deep in another one. I was in a sleep
within a sleep then, and therefore was not consciously
responsible for either my actions or my emotional
disposition. I will, by the way, take the appearance of grief
and guilt at any future point, about this or any other matter,
as a sign that I am

nally, indisputably awake. Anyway,

these events are nearly three weeks past now and I still don’t
feel guilty, though I am terribly anxious. I am racked day
and night by pangs of regret that I did not wait until The
County Manager had announced to me his reason for calling
to my door so interruptedly in the middle of the night,
before sticking him through the neck with my dagger - that
overwhelming surprise at the end of his life, that bloody
exclamation mark I climaxed his story with. I must allow for
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the possibility that there was no reason atall why he called,

and therefore that he died, and I killed, for no reason atall.
Such thoughts condemn me to restlessness all day and all
night. I have, like Mishima, considered seppuku. I have the
equipment for it after all. I also believe I possess the
necessary high courage, the rigorous and un inching
fortitude for a sacred act of self-punishment. It's only
seppuku if someone we know witnesses it, however,
someone who can con rm to others we died honourably,
staring oblivion in the eye, welcoming the dark ooding in with more steel in our gaze than in our gut. I don't know
who I could ask to be my witness. Not P. He would only
laugh at me. He wouldn't understand atall. He'd say don't be
thick. Don’t be such a contrary bollox. Disembowelling yourself,
ha? You will in your arse. Sure I'll get you a pill and it'll be over
in no time. You'll fucking enjoy it my friend. And the worst that'll
happen is that you'll shit yourself in a happy hallucination like my
mother did. She, when the priest came to give unction, mistook him
for Donald Duck, and chucklingly farted her last. Instead of
seppuku I try my best not to move, not to dget. TV is the
best aid. The best servant. I glue to TV for news of The
County Manager’s death. But, there has been no report. No
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mention whatsoever. No talk of a replacement. No talk of

contenders, front-runners, also-rans, or outside chancers for
this prestigious, powerful, enviously remunerated,
limitlessly in uential position; no talk of sideways moves
from other departments, nor of messianic reformers
transferred from other, even more important counties than
ours;

no talk of drastic reshuf es in the county of ces.

Everything carries on as it was, as if the county manager,
poor man, and also the esteemed of ce of County Manager
itself, have been removed all at once from the planet, and not
one living soul out of all those who, until that point, had
been under his constant county manager management has
noticed. Except for me, the man who stuck him at my own
front door in the middle of the night, while almost all in the
county surely were sleeping, or sleeplessly stretched out
abed anyhow, awaiting a knock or a tremor or boom that
would call them forth anytime now to rise, to kill or to die, at
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last to end their supine longing.
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